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Abstract
High-fidelity complex engineering simulations are highly predictive, but also computationally expen-
sive and often require substantial computational efforts. The mitigation of computational burden
is usually enabled through parallelism in high-performance cluster (HPC) architecture. Optimiza-
tion problems associated with these applications is a challenging problem due to the high com-
putational cost of the high-fidelity simulations. In this paper, an asynchronous constrained batch-
parallel Bayesian optimization method is proposed to efficiently solve the computationally-expensive
simulation-based optimization problems on the HPC platform, with a budgeted computational re-
source, where the maximum number of simulations is a constant. The advantages of this method
are three-fold. First, the efficiency of the Bayesian optimization is improved, where multiple input
locations are evaluated massively parallel in an asynchronous manner to accelerate the optimiza-
tion convergence with respect to physical runtime. This efficiency feature is further improved so
that when each of the inputs is finished, another input is queried without waiting for the whole
batch to complete. Second, the method can handle both known and unknown constraints. The
known constraints are formulated as inequality constraints, which are incorporated by penalizing
the acquisition function. The unknown constraints, which cannot be accessed without evaluating
the objective function, are coupled to the aphBO-2GP-3B framework using a binary classifier to
distinguish feasible and infeasible regions. Third, the proposed method considers several acquisition
functions at the same time and sample based on an evolving probability mass distribution func-
tion using GP-Hedge scheme [1], where parameters are corresponding to the performance of each
acquisition function. The proposed framework is termed aphBO-2GP-3B, which corresponds to
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asynchronous parallel hedge Bayesian optimization with two Gaussian processes and three batches.
The aphBO-2GP-3B framework is demonstrated using two high-fidelity expensive industrial appli-
cations, where the first one is based on finite element analysis (FEA) and the second one is based
on computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations.
Keywords: Bayesian optimization, Gaussian process, asynchronously parallel, known/unknown
constrained, multi-acquisition
1. Introduction
Bayesian optimization (BO) is a well-known effective surrogate-based optimization methodology
for high-fidelity complex simulations [2]. The efficiency is mainly achieved through a Gaussian
process (GP) surrogate model to approximate the response surface, as the optimization process
advances. The GP model incorporates search history and updates sequentially as soon as new
information is available. The traditional BO approach relies on an underlying Gaussian process
(GP) to model the response surface and utilizes an acquisition function to locate the most valuable
input point for the next sampling location, simply by maximizing the acquisition function. However,
like any other sequential optimization method, the traditional sequential BO approach suffers from
the computational cost of the simulation, in which high-fidelity simulations typically correspond to
high computational cost. Furthermore, in practical settings, the simulation does not always return
a definite output. Such situation can occur in any real-world engineering application if the mesh is
irregular, the solver is ill-conditioned, or the simulation is hung indefinitely. These problems, which
are common but have not been adequately addressed, pose a challenge for any applications of BO
on two fronts: parallel optimization and optimization under unknown constraints.
Direct applications of BO are usually limited in terms of efficiency and robustness. Enabling
parallelism in BO is critical in improving efficiency of the traditional BO approach, because better
optimization solution can be obtained within a shorter amount of physical time. The parallelism
in optimization further enhances the parallelism of complex simulations on a high-performance
computing (HPC) platform, because it is independent of the parallelism of the simulation packages,
thus the speedup is improved linearly in theory. The main reason is that with more samples,
the underlying GP can converge faster in approximating the response and this can accelerate the
optimization process. Na¨ıve applications of the traditional BO method often faces a challenge when
the simulation does not return the output, because the underlying GP model requires both inputs
and outputs to construct the response surface. Due to the broad scope of BO methods, in Section 2,
the literature review for the traditional BO method and its variants are discussed, including a brief
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introduction to BO, application to constrained problems, and its parallel extension. In this work, the
aphBO-2GP-3B framework is developed as an extension to our previous pBO-2GP-3B framework
[3], to efficiently solve a simulation-based constrained optimization on HPC platforms, where the
maximum number of simulations is fixed as a constant. Similar to the pBO-2GP-3B, the aphBO-
2GP-3B framework relies on three batches, where priorities are assigned differently depending on the
batch, with more focus emphasized on the batch that optimizes the problem. Supporting the aphBO-
2GP-3B framework are two distinct GP models, where the first GP corresponds to the objective
function, whereas the second GP corresponds to the unknown constraints of the simulations. The
known constraints are formulated as inequality constraints, which are then penalized directly into
the acquisition function when searching for the next sampling location. Compared to the pBO-
2GP-3B approach, the proposed aphBO-2GP-3B framework supersedes in two aspects. First, the
parallelization is implemented in an asynchronous manner, which completely relaxes the batch-
sequential conditions, to further improve the efficiency of the parallel BO method. Second, multiple
acquisition functions are considered in the main batch and sampled based on its reward according
to the GP-Hedge scheme [1].
The aphBO-2GP-3B framework presents a practical implementation of parallel constrained BO
method that is highly applicable for many computationally expensive high-fidelity engineering sim-
ulations on the HPC platform. The advantage of the current approach is the improvement of both
efficiency and robustness of the traditional BO method. The efficiency of the aphBO-2GP-3B is
enabled through several approaches within the framework, including sampling multiple acquisition
functions and the implementation of highly asynchronous batch parallel feature. The robustness of
the aphBO-2GP-3B is achieved through coupling with a probabilistic binary classifier to distinguish
feasible and infeasible regions. In this paper, we consider a general constrained optimization problem
with focus given to problems with computationally expensive high-fidelity engineering simulation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the literature review for
GP and BO with different relevant extensions, including known constrained, unknown constrained,
batch-sequential parallel, and asynchronous parallel. In Section 3, the proposed aphBO-2GP-3B
framework is described and discussed in details. Section 4 presents the first application of the
aphBO-2GP-3B framework for thermo-mechanical flip-chip design optimization based on finite ele-
ment analysis (FEA) simulation. Section 5 presents the second application of the aphBO-2GP-3B
framework for slurry pump casing design optimization using multiphase 3D computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) simulation. Section 6 discusses and Section 7 concludes the paper.
3
2. Related works
In this section, the literature review related to BO method is discussed. Section 2.1 provides a
brief formulation on the GP formulation. Section 2.2 describes several commonly used acquisition
functions in BO method. Section 2.3.1 and Section 2.3.2 discuss currently existing approaches in
BO literature to handle known and unknown constraints, respectively. Section 2.4 presents the
batch parallel approach to parallelize BO. In particular, Section 2.4.1 and Section 2.4.2 describe the
batch-sequential and batch asynchronous parallelization approaches, respectively.
2.1. Gaussian process
Comprehensive and critical review studies are provided by Brochu et al. [4], Shahriari et al.
[5], Frazier [6], and Jones et al. [2] for BO method and its variants. A brief introduction to GP is
discussed, as the GP surrogate model plays a critical role in BO methods. We adopt the notation
from Shahriari et al. [5] and Tran et al. [7, 8, 9, 3, 10, 11, 12] for its clarity and consistency.
Assume that f is a function of x, where x ∈ X is the d-dimensional input. A GP(µ0, k) is
a nonparametric model over functions f , which is fully characterized by the prior mean functions
µ0(x) : X 7→ R and the positive-definite kernel, or covariance function k : X × X 7→ R. In GP
regression, it is assumed that f = f1:N is jointly Gaussian, and the observation y is normally
distributed given f , leading to
f |X ∼ N (m,K), (1)
y|f , σ2 ∼ N (f , σ2I), (2)
where mi := µ(xi), and Ki,j := k(xi,xj). Equation 1 describes the prior distribution induced by
the GP.
The covariance kernel k is a choice of modeling covariance between inputs, depending on the
smoothness assumption of f . One of the most widely used kernels is the squared exponential kernel,
which can be described as
Ki,j = k(xi,xj) = θ
2
0 exp
(
−r
2
2
)
, (3)
where r2 = (x − x′)Γ(x − x′), and Γ is a diagonal matrix of d squared length scale θi. The
exponential kernel is also commonly used, which can be described as
Ki,j = k(xi,xj) = θ
2
0 exp (−r) . (4)
Another set of common kernels are Mate´rn kernels, as described in Shahriari et al. [5], where the
exponent is relaxed and multiplied with a polynomial.
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Let the dataset D = (xi, yi)Ni=1 denote a collection of N noisy observations and x denote an
arbitrary input of dimension d. Under the formulation of GP, given the dataset Dn, the prediction
for an unknown arbitrary point is characterized by the posterior Gaussian distribution, which can
be described by the posterior mean and posterior variance functions, respectively as
µn(x) = µ0(x) + k(x)
T (K + σ2I)−1(y −m), (5)
and
σ2n = k(x, x)− k(x)T (K + σ2I)−1k(x), (6)
where k(x) is the covariance vector between the query point x and x1:N . The main drawback of
GP formulation is its scalability O(N3) that originates from the computation of the inverse of the
covariance matrix K.
2.2. Acquisition function
In the traditional BO method, which is sequential, the GP model is constructed for the objective
function, and the next sampling location is determined by maximizing the acquisition function based
on the constructed GP. This acquisition function is evaluated based on the underlying GP surrogate
model, thus converting the cost of evaluating the real simulation to the cost of evaluating on the GP
model. Compared between the two, the later is much more computationally appealing because it
is semi-analytical. The acquisition function must balance between the exploitation and exploration
flavors of the BO method. Too much exploitation would drive the numerical solution to a local
minima, whereas too much exploration would make BO an inefficient optimization method. We
review three main acquisition functions that are typically used in the literature: the probability of
improvement (PI), the expected improvement (EI), and the upper-confident bounds (UCB).
Denote µ(x), σ2(x), and θ(x) as the posterior mean, the posterior variance, and the hyper-
parameters of the objective GP model, respectively. θ(x) is obtained by maximizing the log likeli-
hood estimation over a plausible chosen range. Let φ(·) and Φ(·) be the standard normal probability
distribution function and cumulative distribution function, respectively, and xbest ∈ argmax f(xi)
be the best-so-far sample.
The PI acquisition function [13] is defined as
aPI(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ) = Φ(γ(x)), (7)
where
γ(x) =
µ(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ)− f(xbest)
σ(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ)
, (8)
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indicates the deviation away from the best sample. The PI acquisition function is constructed based
on the idea of binary utility function, where a unit reward is received if a new best-so-far sample is
found, and zero otherwise.
The EI acquisition function [14, 15, 16, 17] is defined as
aEI(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ) = σ(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ) · (γ(x)Φ(γ(x)) + φ(γ(x)). (9)
The EI acquisition is constructed based on an improvement utility function, where the reward is the
relative difference if a new best-so-far sample is found, and zero otherwise.
The UCB acquisition function [18, 19] is defined as
aUCB(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ) = µ(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ) + κσ(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ), (10)
where κ is a hyper-parameter describing the acquisition exploitation-exploration balance. There are
at least three ways to obtain the κ parameter. Here, we adopt the κ computation from Daniel et
al. [20], where
κ =
√
νγn, ν = 1, γn = 2 log
(
Nd/2+2π2
3δ
)
, (11)
and d is the dimensionality of the problem, and δ ∈ (0, 1) [19]. Another common acquisition function
is entropy-based, such as GP-PES [21, 22, 23], GP-ES [24], GP-EST [25], GP-EPS [26].
2.3. Constraints
Digabel and Wild [27] proposed a QRAK taxonomy to classify constrained optimization prob-
lems. Conceptually speaking, there are two types of constraints: known and unknown. The known
constraints can be imposed beforehand without running the simulation, and thus can be handled
using a separate constraint evaluator. Usually, the known constraint evaluator is computationally
cheap compared to the simulation. On the contrary, the unknown constraints cannot be accessed
without running the simulations, and thus are only evaluated at the same time when the simula-
tion is performed. The unknown constraints are more expensive to obtain and require more careful
attention. A review and comparison study is performed by Parr et al. [28] for different schemes to
handle constraints using both synthetic and real-world applications. Many previous works discussed
below in the literature prefer to couple constraint satisfaction problems with the EI acquisition due
to its consistent numerical performance.
2.3.1. Known constraints
Known-constrained optimization problems are well studied in the literature and mostly formu-
lated as a set of inequality constraints. Gramacy and Lee [29] introduced an acquisition function
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based on the integrated expected conditional improvement by integrating the EI acquisition function
and the probabilities of satisfying constraints over the whole space. Gramacy et al. [30] combined
the EI acquisition function and augmented Lagrangian framework to convert a constrained to an
unconstrained optimization problem. Zhou et al. [31] also converted a constrained multi-fidelity
optimization problem to an unconstrained multi-fidelity optimization problem by adding penalty
function accounting for the constraint violations. Schonlau et al. [32] proposed a constrained EI
acquisition function by multiplying the EI acquisition with the probabilities to satisfy for each in-
dividual constraint. Gardner et al. [33] penalized the known constraints directly by assigning zero
improvement to all infeasible points through a binary feasibility indicator function. Letham et al.
[34] extended the methods of Gardner et al. [33] and Gelbart et al. [35] in a noisy experiment
settings at Facebook.
2.3.2. Unknown constraints
Unknown-constrained problems are harder and did not receive enough research attention until
recently. Gelbart et al. [35] proposed to threshold the probability of constraint satisfaction, where
the threshold is a user-defined parameter. Herna´ndez-Lobato et al. [22] proposed an alternative
acquisition function based on GP-PES [21] for constrained problems by choosing the sampling loca-
tion that maximizes the expected reduction of differential entropy of the posterior. Basudhar et al.
[36] used support vector machines to calculate the probability of satisfying unknown constraints and
combined with the EI acquisition function. Sacher et al. [37] extended the method of Basudhar et
al. [36] and combined with augmented Lagrangian approach for handling both known and unknown
constraints. Lee et al. [38] coupled the random forest classifier with the EI acquisition function by
multiplying the EI acquisition function with the feasible probability.
2.4. Batch parallel
To accelerate the optimization process for computationally expensive applications, there are
mainly two approaches. The first approach is to parallelize the applications on the HPC platform,
by exploiting multi-core architecture and decomposing the domain accordingly. The limitation of
this approach is that in most applications, there is always a theoretical speedup that can only be
achieved theoretically by Amdahl’s law [39], posing a computational threshold for accelerating the
process. Furthermore, this approach is not efficient due to the diminishing return in increasing the
number of processors used on the HPC platform. The second approach is to parallelize the optimizer
itself by concurrently running at multiple sampling locations. For the BO method, this is typically
achieved by batch parallel approach, which a batch of sampling points are evaluated, as opposed to
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one single sampling location. To search for new sampling locations, one can rely on the Gaussian
posterior of the outputs and condition the parallel acquisition based on the posterior.
2.4.1. Sequential batch parallel
Similar to the constrained BO problem, the EI acquisition function has been used extensively
in the literature. Ginsbourger et al. [40, 41, 42], Roustant et al. [43] proposed the q-EI framework
to select multiple points based on the EI acquisition function. Analytical formula is available
for q-EI with the batch size q of two, but as q grows, it requires a numerical computation of
high-dimensional integration, which can be achieved by MC. Marmin et al. [44, 45] proposed a
analytical simplification for q-EI to avoid high-dimensional integration in large batch based on
gradient-based ascent algorithms. Wang et al. [46] also employed a gradient-based approach but
relying on infinitesimal perturbation analysis to construct a stochastic gradient estimator to simplify
the high-dimensional integration in the original q-EI framework. Wang et al. [46] and Wu and
Frazier [47] (q-KG) proposed a parallel version for KG acquisition function [48]. Letham et al.
[34] also employed the q-EI framework to batch parallelize in noisy environment. Rontsis et al.
[49] proposed another acquisition function GP-OEI to reduce the computational burden of q-EI on
high-dimensional space, where the lower and upper bounds are computationally tractable in high-
dimensional space and showed its numerical robustness over q-EI. Snoek et al. [17] proposed an
integrated EI acquisition function based on Monte Carlo (MC) sampling, called GP-EI-MCMC to
construct a batch.
Azimi et al. [50, 51, 52] proposed a simulation matching scheme GP-SM [50], coordinated match-
ing scheme GP-BCM [51], and a hybrid sequential-parallel [52] to recalibrate the batch behavior to
the sequential BO after a number of steps. Shah and Ghahramani [53] proposed a batch parallel
GP-PES approach based on entropy acquisition function. Desautels et al. [54] proposed a batch
parallel hallucination scheme, called GP-BUCB-ACUB, that combines both UCB acquisition func-
tion and kriging believer heuristic in Ginsbourger et al [40, 41]. Contal et al. [55] extended the
method of Desautels et al. [54] by promoting exploration within a batch while leaving only one
sampling point for exploitation. Kathuria et al. [56] and Wang et al. [57] employed the determi-
nantal point process to propose a batch selection policy GP-DPP, and proved the expected regret
bound of DPP-SAMPLE is less than the regret bound of GP-UCB-PE [55]. Daxberger and Low
[58] proposed a distributed batch GP-UCB, called DP-GP-UCB to jointly optimize a batch of in-
puts, by formulating the batch input selection as a multi-agent distributed constraint optimization
problem, as opposed to selecting the inputs of a batch one at a time, while preserving the scalability
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in the batch size. Gonza´lez et al. [59] proposed a local penalization GP-LP method to penalize the
acquisition function locally with an estimated Lipschitz constant to construct a batch. Nguyen et
al. [60] proposed a budgeted batch BO, termed GP-B3O, which samples the acquisition functions,
then equates the number of peaks as the batch sizes and assigns sampling locations at the sampled
peaks. However, most of the above-mentioned approaches are batch-sequential, in the sense that at
the end of each batch, all the simulations must be completed in order to move forward.
2.4.2. Asynchronous batch parallel
Ginsbourger et al. [61] discussed and proposed the expected EI by conditioning the EI acquisition
on the busy sampling points. Janusevskis et al. [62] proposed an asynchronous multi-points EI
acquisition function by estimating the progress of the available and incoming sampling locations.
GP-EI-MCMC [17] can also be extended to accommodate the asynchronous parallel feature in BO.
Kamin´ski and Szufel [63] extended the q-KG framework for asynchronous parallel BO method.
Kotthaus et al. [64] proposed a resource-aware framework with different priorities, called RAMBO,
that aim to reduce idle time on the computational workers through knapsack problem formulation.
Kandasamy et al. [65] proposed an asynchronous parallel BO based on Thompson sampling approach
[66]. Pokuri et al. [67] implemented PARyOpt package with an asynchronous function evaluator
where users can impose a threshold for a batch to finish before moving to a next batch.
3. Methodology
Here, we consider the optimization problem
x∗ = argmax
x∈X
f(x), (12)
subject to λj(x) ≤ gj , j = 1, . . . , J , where f is a computationally expensive engineering simulation.
The domain Xinfeasible = X knowninfeasible∪X unknowninfeasible ⊂ X are the union of two subspaces, where X knowninfeasible =
{x ∈ X | ∃j : λj(x) > gj} is the subspace where at least one known constraint is violated, and
X unknowninfeasible = {x ∈ X | f(x) does not exist } is the subspace where the functional evaluator f fails
for some reasons.
In our previous work [3], we proposed a pBO-2GP-3B framework to handle known and unknown
constrained in a batch parallel manner. The current method aphBO-2GP-3B is the extension of the
pBO-2GP-3B framework in two main directions: the implementation of the asynchronous feature,
and the implementation of multi-acquisition function under GP-Hedge [1] scheme. Compared to
other methods in literature, the aphBO-2GP-3B approach is more practical in several aspects. First,
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the aphBO-2GP-3B approach provides a flexibility by relaxing the probabilistic binary classifier
in distinguishing feasible and infeasible regions. There is no restriction in choosing the binary
classifier, even though some classifiers tend to outperform others. The binary classifier can be
kNN [68], AdaBoost [69], RandomForest [70], support vector machine [71] (SVM), least squares
support vector machine (LSSVM) [72], GP [73], and convolutional neural network [74]. Similar to
the pBO-2GP-3B, we adopted the method of Gardner et al. [33] to penalize the acquisition function
where the known constraints are violated. Second, multiple acquisition functions are considered
and statistically sampled based on their performance measured by rewards. The reward handling
scheme is only valid for feasible samples. This approach unifies and leverages the advantage of
different acquisition functions individually, including PI, EI, and UCB. Third, it takes advantage
of HPC parallelism by parallelizing asynchronously to reduce the wait time. This is more efficient
than the batch-sequential parallel BO approach because the synchronous constraint among a batch
is removed, allowing more simulations to be completed. The problem is considered in a HPC
environement where the number of cores used for optimization are limited.
Similar to the GP-UCB framework [54] and kriging believer heuristic [40, 41], our approach
aphBO-2GP-3B hallucinates the objective GP by assuming that the posterior means at the sampling
locations are the observations until the actual observations are available. The term ”hallucination”,
coined by Desautels in GP-UCB [54], describes the procedure to temporarily assign the posterior
mean of the objective GP as the actual observation, in order to sample the next location. The
temporary assignment of the objective function is removed once the observation at the particular
sampling point is made. In the current approach, we also generalize the hallucination scheme for
the feasibility, by temporarily assuming that the sampling location is feasible.
For the GP interpolation process, at the infeasible sampling points where the outputs do not
exist, an interpolation technique is employed to interpolate for the objective GP to reflect the
true posterior variance σ2objective = 0 at these infeasible locations xinfeasible. Similar the the GP
hallucination process described above, this interpolation process updates the objective GP at the
infeasible locations by assigning the posterior means as the observation; however, the infeasibility of
these locations remain unchanged. This interpolation process updates whenever an observation is
made. Without the GP interpolation process, the objective GP does not reflect the true uncertainty
at these infeasible sampling locations. In other words, the σ2objective is available at xinfeasible, while
the µobjective is not at these infeasible sampling locations. The GP interpolation process is achieved
by three steps. In the first step, the objective GP is fitted only using feasible sampling locations.
In the second step, the posterior mean of the objective GP is obtained by the fitted objective GP
10
prediction. In the third step, these posterior means are used as the actual observations to fit the
objective GP again.
The aphBO-2GP-3B framework is constructed based on the extension of GP-UCB [54] and GP-
UCB-PE [55] using three different batches, where each batch is assigned a different job. The first
batch is called the acquisition batch Bacquisition, where a chosen acquisition is maximized to locate
the next sampling point. The main job of the first batch is to optimize the objective function.
Therefore, most of the computational effort and priority is reserved for the first batch. The second
batch is called the exploration batch for the objective GP Bexplore, aiming at exploring the objective
GP in the most uncertain regions, where σ2objective is high. The third batch is called the exploration
batch for the classification GP BexploreClassif, aiming at exploring the most uncertain regions for the
GP classifier. GP is one of a few binary classifiers where uncertainty associated with the prediction
is quantified. For other classifiers where uncertainty is not quantified, the third batch can be simply
ignored.
3.1. Constraints
The aphBO-2GP-3B framework supports both known and unknown constraints as described
above.
3.1.1. Known constraints
The known constraints λj(x) ≤ gj are evaluated before the functional evaluator f is revoked.
Consequently, we can define an indicator function for constraints satisfaction as
I(x) =


0, if ∃j : λj(x) > gj ,
1, if ∀j : λj(x) ≤ gj .
(13)
This function is also written as I(λ(x) ≤ g). Since the known constraints can be evaluated before
evaluating the function f , the acquisition function a(x) is penalized directly by multiplying with
the constraint indicator function I(x). The next sampling point is continuously searched until a
sampling point that does not violate the known constraints is found.
3.1.2. Unknown constraints
The unknown constraints in general are harder to handle, because it requires an approximation
within the BO. To distinguish between feasible and infeasible regions adaptively, we propose to
couple an external binary classifier that adaptively learns as the optimization advances. The choice
of the external binary classifier is left to users, but GP is recommended to utilize the third batch.
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Denote this classifier as clf(x). For each point in the input space x ∈ X , the classifier predicts a
probability mass function for the feasibility of x as Pr(clf(x) = 1) if x is feasible, and Pr(clf(x) = 0)
if x is infeasible. It is obvious that Pr(clf(x) = 0) + Pr(clf(x) = 1) = 1. This probability mass
function can be used to condition on the acquisition function to drive the sampling points away
from infeasible regions to feasible regions.
3.1.3. Combining both known and unknown constraints
The acquisition function a(x) can be modified to reflect both known and unknown constraints.
First, we incorporate the known constraints to the original acquisition function by multiplying them
together as
a∗∗(x) = a(x) · I(λ(x) ≤ g). (14)
Second, we condition the new acquisition function a∗∗(x) on the probability mass function for the
unknown function as
a∗∗∗(x) =


a∗∗(x), if clf(x) = 1,
0, if clf(x) = 0.
(15)
Taking the expectation of a∗∗∗(x) on the probability mass function from the binary classifier
yields
a∗(x) = E[a∗∗∗(x)]
= a∗∗(x) · Pr(clf(x) = 1) + 0 · Pr(clf(x) = 0)
= a∗∗(x) · Pr(clf(x) = 1)
= a(x) · I(λ(x) ≤ g) · Pr(clf(x) = 1),
(16)
The new acquisition function a∗(x) is our constrained acquisition function, which is constructed
by combining the original acquisition function a(x) with the penalization for known and unknown
constraints.
3.2. Asynchronous batch parallel
The asynchronous batch parallel feature is constructed based on the priority of the batch, as
Bacquisition > Bexplore > BexploreClassif. (17)
Because the first batch Bacquisition is the most important one among three batches, whenever the
first batch is under filled, then the computational effort is reserved for filling the first batch. If the
first batch is filled, then the second batch and the third batch is considered, respectively, according
to the priority listed in Equation 17.
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Figure 1: Asynchronous parallel BO scheme, where each batch is assigned a different priority and simulated concur-
rently without barrier.
The asynchronous parallel feature is implemented by periodically checking if these batches are
under filled. If the batches are full, then the aphBO-2GP-BO optimizer would hold until a pending
sampling point is finished and some batch is under filled as a result.
3.3. Multi-acquisition function
In the current aphBO-2GP-3B framework, we adopt GP-Hedge algorithm [1] where multiple
acquisition functions are considered simultaneously for the first batch Bacquisition. After the initial
sampling stage, the reward for each acquisition function is reset to zero. To locate a next sampling
point in the batch Bacquisition, first, the acquisition function is determined by sampling based on a
probability mass function, where the parameters of the probability mass function correspond to their
rewards, or more precisely, their numerical performance. Second, when the acquisition function is
determined, the new sampling point is determined by maximizing the chosen acquisition function.
Third, when a sampling point is finished querying, if the sampling point is determined to be feasible,
then the reward is added into the cumulative reward of that acquisition function. The cumulative
rewards are tracked throughout the optimization process. Hoffman et al. [1] proposed to choose
ηt =
√
8 ln k
N
as a time-varying parameter based on Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi [75] (Section 2.3),
where k is the number of acquisition functions considered in GP-Hedge.
3.4. Implementation and Summary
The aphBO-2GP-3B framework is summarized in Algorithm 2. The current GP implementation
is built upon a used MATLAB DACE toolbox [76]. The CMA-ES method is employed [77, 78] to
maximize the acquisition function and locate the next sampling point. Python scripts are devised
as an interface between the aphBO-2GP-3BO in MATLAB and the actual application. After a
sampling location is queried, the optimizer checks if all the batches have been filled or if there is
any pending query has been completed. If there is any batch that is not filled completely, then
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Algorithm 1 Slightly modified GP-Hedge [1] for aphBO-2GP-3B.
1: Select parameter η ∈ R+
2: Set gi0 = 0 for i = 1, . . . , N
3: for t = 1, 2, . . . , do
4: Nominate points from each acquisition function: xit = argmax
x
ai(x|D1:t−1)
5: Select nominee xt = x
j
t with probability pt(j) =
exp(ηgjt−1)∑
l=1k exp(ηg
l
t−1)
6: Sample the objective function yt = f(xt)
7: Augment the data D1:t = {D1:−t, (xt, yt, ct)}
8: Receive reward rit = yt only if ct = 1 (feasible) ⊲ modified
9: Update gains git = g
i
t−1 + r
i
t
10: end for
it will be filled according to the order described in Equation 17. The aphBO-2GP optimizer then
moves forward, assuming the posterior mean is the observation and continues to search for new
sampling locations. If all the batches are full, then the optimizer simply waits. If there is any
pending query that has been completed, then the results including objective function, feasibility,
reward, are updated simultaneously, followed by the GP interpolation procedure before locating a
new sampling point.
Figure 2 presents the flowchart for aphBO-2GP-3BO framework. The GP-Hedge algorithm, the
interpolation procedure, and the hallucination are highlighted to emphasize their importance.
4. Application: Flip-chip package
In this section, the application of the proposed aphBO-2GP-3B framework to design flip-chip
package is demonstrated, where the objective is to minimize the strain energy density, which is an
accurate indicator for its fatigue life.
4.1. Thermo-mechanical finite element model
As a possible application of the aphBO-2GP-3B framework, a lidless flip-chip package containing
a monolithic silicon die (FCBGA) mounted on a printed circuit board (PCB) with a stiffener ring was
considered, such as for a commercial field programmable gate array. The mechanical design space
for FCBGAs and PCBs, which represents the dimensions and material choices, was chosen because
it is a complex engineering problem with several variables. A parametrized thermo-mechanical FEA
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Algorithm 2 aphBO-2GP-3B algorithm.
Input: dataset Dn consisting of input, observation, feasibility (x, yi, ci)ni=1
Input: objective GP(x, yi)ni=1, and classification GP(x, ci)ni=1
1: for i = 1, 2, . . . , do
2: while number of queries 6< Bbudget do ⊲ wait indefinitely for available resource
3: Check periodically if there is available computational resource to use
4: end while
5: if number of queries < Bbudget then ⊲ if there is available resource
6: Update input/output/feasible/complete for all cases ⊲ update; if not complete then
hallucinate, i.e. yi ← µ(xi), ci ← feasible
7: Compute rewards for GP-Hedge; sample acquisition function ⊲ GP-Hedge
8: Update/augment dataset Dn+1 = {Dn, (x(B)n+1, y(B)n+1, c(B)n+1)} ⊲ update
9: Interpolate 2GPs ⊲ hallucinate 2GPs
10: construct GPobjective ⊲ hallucinate GPobjective
11: collect feasible data subset (xi, yi, ci = feasible)}
N
i=1
12: construct GPobjective, GPobjective(xi, yi|ci = feasible), for feasible points
13: hallucinate GPobjective, i.e. yi ← µi, at infeasible points ci = infeasible
14: reconstruct GPobjective using both feasible and infeasible points
15: construct GPclassification(xi, ci) ⊲ hallucinate GPclassification
16: Identify which batch needs filling ⊲ get batch
17: Locate 1 sampling location for appropriate batch ⊲ find sampling location
18: acquisition hallucination: hallucinate 2GPs and select 1 location
19: exploration: hallucinate 2GPs and select 1 location where σ2objective is maximized
20: classification: hallucinate 2GPs and select 1 location where σ2classification is maximized
21: Query objective function for objective y
(B)
n+1 and feasibility c
(B)
n+1 ⊲ query
22: end if
23: end for
15
Figure 2: The aphBO-2GP-3BO flow chart.
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model of an FCBGA on PCB was constructed using ANSYS 19.1 using ANSYS Parametric Design
Language (APDL) [79].
Table 1: Material properties
Material CTE (ppm/◦C) Modulus (GPa)
Silicon 2.6-3.7 169 (x), 130 (y)
SAC305 Solder 22 50
Underfill 30 (T < Tg), 100 (T > Tg) 3
Substrate Variable 30
PCB Variable 30
Ring Adhesive 120 0.04
Ring Variable 190
Copper 17 117
Several choices were fixed to facilitate model construction and to represent a realistic design
space. For example, only material properties of currently available materials were chosen and
interconnect pitches were chosen based on current generation design rules. The variable parameters
include die dimensions, substrate dimensions, substrate coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), ring
dimensions, ring CTE, underfill fillet size, and board CTE. The material models are given in Table
1; solder was represented with Anand’s model [80]. A two-dimensional, half symmetry model was
chosen to reduce computation time due to the large number of simulations required. While this
may lower the numerical accuracy of the model, the relative outputs are not expected to change.
The FE model geometry is presented in Figure 3. No validation of the FEA simulation could be
performed because no chip was built, however, the authors have previously validated similar models
with experimental results [81, 82]. Table 1 presents the material properties used in the FCBGA
thermo-mechanical FEA simulation.
As an output, after the model is solved, the component warpage at 20◦C, the component warpage
at 200◦C, and the strain energy density in the outermost solder joint from the third thermal cycle
of -40 to 125◦C [83, 84], are calculated. The component warpage at 20◦C is a commonly required
customer metric, must be below JEDEC specifications [84], as well as component warpage at 200◦C
must be below JEITA [85]. The strain energy density has been identified as an accurate way to
predict fatigue life of solder joints during thermal cycling [83]. In this problem, the constraints
are imposed that the component warpage at 20◦C and 200◦C must be below a 300µm and 75µm,
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Figure 3: Finite element model geometry.
respectively. It is noted that the component warpages at different temperatures are only quantifiable
if the model converges appropriately. Thus, regression on the constraints is not always possible.
4.2. Optimization results
Table 2 list the design variables and its associated parts, as well as its lower and upper bounds in
this case study. The aphBO-2GP-3B framework is deployed on the Georgia Tech PACE HPC system,
where more than 50,000 processors are available on a RHEL 6.7 operating system. However, the
pool of workers used in the optimization is fixed at 16 due to a limited number of licenses. The FEA
simulation typically takes about 18-21 minutes on a single processor. For the sake of demonstration,
we set the number of processors to one.
Table 2: Design variables for the FCBGA design optimization.
Variable Design part Lower bound Upper bound Optimal value
x1 die 20000 30000 20702
x2 die 300 750 320
x3 substrate 30000 40000 35539
x4 substrate 100 1800 1614
x5 substrate 10 · 10−6 17 · 10−6 17 · 10−6
x6 stiffener ring 2000 6000 4126
x7 stiffener ring 100 2500 1646
x8 stiffener ring 8 · 10−6 25 · 10−6 8.94 · 10−6
x9 underfill 1.0 3.0 1.52
x10 underfill 0.5 1.0 0.804
x11 PCB board 12.0 · 10−6 16.7 · 10−6 16.7 · 10−6
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Nine initial sampling points are used to initialize the aphBO-2GP-3BO. The interface between
the aphBO-2GP-3B framework and the FCBGA application includes a Python and a Shell scripts.
A Python script is devised to obtain the output and feasibility of the application, whereas a Shell
script is devised to modify the input script for the application and query the script on the HPC
platform.
Figure 4 presents the convergence plot of the FCBGA design optimization using the aphBO-2GP-
3B framework in 24 hours, where the feasible sampling points are plotted as blue circles, whereas
the infeasible sampling points are plotted as red crosses. In total, 1016 simulations are obtained
within 24 hours. This is to compare with a traditional BO method, where the same amount of
simulations would take 14.11 days, as opposed to 1 day with the aphBO-2GP-3BO framework. The
factor of 14.11 in time difference is attributed to a number of factors, mainly the waiting time
when submitting a job on the shared HPC. This issue of waiting time in the HPC queue is very
common in academic or government environment settings, but not in an industrial setting. It is
also shown in Figure 4 that the FCBGA application is highly constraint, where most of the input
space is infeasible. Thus, the effectiveness of the GP binary classifier in the aphBO-2GP-3BO is
demonstrated.
Figure 4: Convergence plot of the aphBO-2GP-3B framework for the FCBGA design optimization application.
The performance of the optimal package is evaluated at different temperatures to further examine
its robustness for a range of temperature, from -40◦C to 200◦C. Figures 6a, 6b, and 6c show the
contours of the predicted component warpage at the temperatures of -40◦C, 20◦C, and 200◦C,
respectively.
Figure 5a shows the original design of the flip-chip package, whereas Figure 5b shows the optimal
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(a) Original design in xy-plane. (b) Optimal design in xy-plane.
Figure 5: Comparison between original design (Figure 5a) and optimal design (Figure 5b) of flip-chip package.
(a) Component warpage evalua-
tion at -40◦C.
(b) Component warpage evalua-
tion at 20◦C.
(c) Component warpage evalua-
tion at 200◦C.
Figure 6: Warpage contour of the optimal flip-chip package at different temperatures, -40◦C, 20◦C, and 200◦C.
design of the flip-chip package as the result of applying the aphBO-2GP-3BO framework. The
aphBO-2GP-3BO optimized solution is shown in Table 2. The values are relatively close to the
designs used in the microelectronics packaging industry, indicating that the commercial package
design is relatively well optimized and validating the aphBO-2GP-3BO result. Specifically, the die
is relatively thin and small and the substrate is thick to minimize the component warpage. The
substrate CTE is close to the PCB board CTE to improve board level reliability. The substrate size
may increase with little impact to the constraints monitored here. The underfill fillet size and ring
dimensions are close to industry designs. The stiffener ring CTE is the one notable excursion from
industry design, although industry is constrained by actual material selection, which includes cost,
manufacturability, and availability, which are not reflected in aphBO-2GP-3BO’s constraints.
5. Application: 3D CFD slurry pump casing design optimization
In this section, we demonstrate the aphBO-2GP-3B framework using a 3D multiphase CFD
simulation. An in-house multiphase CFD wear code is utilized to predict the wear rate of differ-
ent slurry pump casing. In order to optimize the slurry pump casing performance, the predicted
maximum wear rate of the casing is considered as the objective function.
5.1. 3D CFD casing wear model
The CFD simulation assumes a constant particle size (or mono-size) and thus the number of
species in the particle size distribution is simplified to one. A 14-dimensional input x is formed
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for each CFD simulation. The optimization procedure is carried out for pump assembly Z0534, at
the input operating conditions of Q = 89637.900 gpm, H = 50 m, N = 849.000 RPM, η = 82.400,
d50 = 300µm, d85 = 690µm, deff = 495µm, Cv = 20%, and %BEPQ = 99.6%, where Q is the
volumetric flow rate, N is the impeller angular speed, η is the hydraulic efficiency. d50, d85 are the
50th and 85th percentile of the particle size distribution. deff = 495µm is the effective particle size,
which is calculated as the average of the d50 and d85 and used as an input for mono-size species
in the CFD simulation. %BEPQ is the percentage of best efficiency point flow rate. The design
impeller vane diameter is 1.7018 m, the shroud diameter is 1.7780 m, the suction diameter is 0.6604
m, and the discharge diameter is 0.6096 m. The pump specific speed Ns in US units in 1425.6.
5.2. CFD casing wear model
The multiphase CFD casing wear model to predict erosive wear in the slurry centrifugal casing is
the co-authors’ previous work [86, 87]. A short summary of the simulation is provided for the sake of
completeness. The computational domain of the 3D CFD casing wear model is presented in Figure
7a. Using volume and time averaged governing equations, the continuity and momentum equations
of the mixture and different solids species is derived based on an Eulerian-Eulerian framework.
The particle size distribution can be discretized into finitely many subclasses, where each of them is
treated using the Eulerian approach described above. Figure 7b presents three sections of the casing
inlet. Different inlet velocity boundary conditions are applied on the region AA’, BC, and B’C’.
Based on the head H and flow rate, Q, of the slurry pump, the radial and tangential velocities are
imposed independently. The regions AB and A’B’ are treated as impermeable walls, where Spalding
wall functions [88] are applied. Similar to the CFD impeller wear model [89], in CFD casing wear
model, the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model [90] is used. The set of nonlinear governing equations
in the finite element problem are solved iteratively until a steady numerical solution with a tolerable
residual level is obtained. Based on the steady-state CFD solutions, the constitutive model for wear
prediction is applied with the empirically determined wear coefficients [86, 87] to predict the sliding
wear and impact wear as a function of concentration, solids density, velocity magnitude, tangential
velocity, shear stress, impingement angle, and the particle size. The total wear is simply the sum of
the calculated sliding wear and impact wear.
5.3. Optimization results
In this example, the aphBO-2GP-3B framework is combined with the 3D multiphase CFD simu-
lation described above on a 16-core Intel Xeon Silver 4110 @2.10GHz machine and 256GB memory
with Ubuntu 18.04 LTS operating system. Two Python scripts are devised to write the input script
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(a) Three-dimensional pump casing with mesh and its
boundary conditions.
(b) Sections of casing inlet.
Figure 7: Mesh and boundary condition for the 3D CFD casing pump design optimization.
and read the output for the CFD application. The computational runtime varies between 6.8 to
13.83 hours, depending on the convergence of the design. The optimization case study is performed
for approximately 168 hours, i.e. 7 days.
Figure 8 shows the convergence plot of the aphBO-2GP-3B framework for the CFD application,
where the first functional evaluation is the original design. The maximum wear rate in the original
design is calculated as 86.15µm/hr, whereas in the optimal design, the maximum wear rate is
calculated as 47.41µm/hr, showing an improvement of 45.97%.
Figure 8: Convergence plot of the aphBO-2GP-3B framework for the 3D CFD slurry pump casing design optimization
application.
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Figure 9a presents the total wear of the original slurry pump casing design, whereas Figure 9b
presents the total wear of the optimal design. In both cases, the peak wear appears at the casing
tongue, which is very common in slurry pump casings. The pressure and velocity fields slight change,
as a result of the change in the pump casing geometry. Figure 10a shows the original design, whereas
Figure 10b shows the optimal design. Both figures are shown with total wear contour in µm/hr. In
the optimal design, the diameter of the pump casing discharge slightly reduces. The inner radius of
the pump casing also reduces, however, the outer radius of the pump casing increases, resulting in
a deeper optimized casing.
(a) Total wear in the center plane of the original
design.
(b) Total wear in the center plane of the optimal
design.
Figure 9: Original and optimal design comparison in terms of wear performance.
(a) Original design in xy-plane. (b) Optimal design in xy-plane.
Figure 10: Comparison between original design (Figure 10a) and optimal design (Figure 10b) of slurry pump casing.
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6. Discussion
One important feature of asynchronous BO is that the users can be more patient with the cases
that are difficult to converge (i.e. converge after a long time), particularly for applications where the
computational runtime varies widely. The main reason is that the HPC budget is used efficiently
in the aphBO-2GP-3B framework, thus increasing the aggressiveness by reducing the waiting time
will not improve the efficiency much. Compared to other batch-sequential approaches, in which
the whole batch might halt due to one ill-conditioned simulation, the asynchronous parallel feature
relaxes the constraints of thresholding the computational time for the simulation. However, it is
recommended to choose the cutoff computational time appropriately depending on the application.
Multiple acquisition functions are considered using the GP-Hedge [1] approach, resulting in
further increases in computational efficiency. Compared to our previous pBO-2GP-3B approach,
the aphBO-2GP-3B framework is improved in terms of computational efficiency. This is achieved
by firstly reducing the waiting time of other computational workers, and secondly by considering
multiple acquisition functions and promoting the one which corresponds to better performance.
One of the main drawbacks of BO is the scalability of the surrogate GP model, which prevents
the traditional BO method from observing more than 104 sample points. However, this issue is
usually not critical for applications with high-fidelity expensive simulations. Because the compu-
tational time for one simulation is already computationally substantial, 104 simulations would be
significantly computationally expensive. However, scalable GP methods exist to cope with its scal-
ability drawback. For example, a few well-known methods are subset of data [11], the subset of
regressor, the deterministic training conditional, and the partially and fully independent training
conditions approximations [91, 92].
The aphBO-2GP-3B framework can also be extended to solve equality constraints, for example,
by adopting the augmented Lagrangian approach, as well as optimization under uncertainty where
noisy evaluation is common. Such problems are more challenging due to its noisy nature. For noisy
problems, one can consider Letham et al. [93] approach or stochastic kriging [94] to further improve
the current framework.
In this paper, the batch sizes are assumed to be constant and are user-defined parameters. More
adaptive approaches can be used to further improve the computational efficiency of the proposed
aphBO-2GP-3B framework, where more exploration is promoted at the beginning of the optimization
process, and more exploitation is promoted later on. This can be achieved by generalizing the GP-
Hedge scheme to include more acquisition functions. However, the inner parameters of GP-Hedge
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may need to be calibrated again, as the objectives of batches differ greatly.
One may can also consider to integrate a dynamic resource allocation on the top of the current
aphBO-2GP-3B framework to reduce the computational time. In HPC settings, the average waiting
time and the number of available processors are insightful information that can be used to change
the batch sizes adaptively.
We propose to learn the feasible and infeasible regions adaptively by borrowing different binary
classifiers in machine learning context. There is no restriction in choosing the binary probabilistic
classifier. However, it is noted that the numerical performance of aphBO-2GP-3BO depends on the
performance of the binary classifier, as the probability is used to locate the next sampling point.
Also, the third batch in the aphBO-2GP-3B framework is designed to force the classifier to learn
in its most uncertain regions. This feature is only available for a few binary classifier, such as GP,
where the uncertainty can be quantified.
However, the current aphBO-2GP-3B framework does not rigorously solve the dynamic resource
allocation problem on the HPC platform, where the computational resource is typically shared where
computational constraints are also involved. This opens up the opportunity for further research in
the future to consider the BO method in the context of online dynamic HPC resources.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we present an asynchronous batch parallel BO method that supports known
and unknown constraints in the context of HPC platform. We show that the proposed aphBO-
2GP-3B framework can be easily applied for computationally expensive high-fidelity applications
in industrial settings. The aphBO-2GP-3B framework is constructed based on two GPs associated
with three distinct batches. The first GP corresponds to the objective function, as in the traditional
BO method. The first GP is associated with the first and second batch, where the first batch
aims to optimize and the second batch aims to explore most uncertain regions. The second GP
corresponds to the binary classifier, where uncertainty is measured, and the GP classifier is forced
to learn according to the third batch. The hallucination process, which is similar to the kriging
heuristic approach, allows to construct the GP at the sampling locations where observations are not
made yet. This allows the BO framework to move forward and parallelize the optimization, while
temporarily disintegrating with the application and waiting for its feedback on completion later on.
The aphBO-2GP-3B approach is demonstrated using two industrial applications. The first
application is concerned with the design of flip-chip package, where a thermo-mechanical FEA
model is used to predict the fatigue life. The second application is concerned with the design of
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slurry pump casing, where a 3D multiphase CFD simulation is used to predict the wear rate of
the pump casing. It has been shown the aphBO-2GP-3B can highly parallelize across different
multi-core HPCs, thus demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed framework.
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